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Abstract

Multiphoton spectroscopy of monodeuterated water is employed to determine

more than 210 new energy levels of HDO in the 25 000 – 35 000 cm−1 region.

These new empirical energy levels are used to fit a potential energy surface

(PES) valid between 20 000 cm−1 and 35 000 cm−1. Using this PES and an

accurate lower energy PES as starting points, an energy-switching surface is

constructed which is capable of reproducing the whole HDO spectrum from

0 to 35 000 cm−1. This PES is used to calculate a line list for HDO which

covers infra red, visible and near ultraviolet transitions.
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1. Introduction

Even though H2 and CO are more abundant in the Universe than water,

H2
16O is one of the most important molecule both on Earth and in the

Universe as a whole. Deuterated water makes a small, but not insignificant,

contribution to the absorption of light by water in the Earth’s atmosphere.

In particular, deuteration leads to large shifts in transition frequencies and

therefore absorption by deuterated water often occurs in what are known

as the water transparency windows due to the absence of absorption by

H2
16O. In addition, HDO spectra has long been used on both the Earth

[1–9] and other planets [10, 11] as a means to understand their climatic

evolution. The increased relative abundance of deuterium on Venus leads to

particularly strong HDO spectra [12]. HDO is also well known in cometary

spectra [13, 14].

Unlike H2
16O [15, 16] and H2

17,18O [17], there are no global deuterated

water HDO linelists. The most extensive published HD16O line list, the

VTT line list due to Voronin et al. [18], only gives systematic coverage up

to 25 000 cm−1.

Previously, we have analyzed the H2
16O spectrum up to dissociation [19–

25] and used these data to produce a global potential energy surface (PES)

for H2
16O [16]. The global H2

16O PES was used to compute a widely-used,

global line list which considers rotational states with J ≤ 72 and includes all

the rovibratonal states of water up to dissociation [16]. This global line list

is thus applicable for any temperature for which the noticeable amount of

water monomer is present as well an non local thermodynamic equilibrium

(non-LTE) applications.
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The situation for HDO study is much less developed. Until the present

study, experimentally-determined HDO energy levels only extend up to 23 000

cm−1 [26, 27]; see the IUPAC database [28] for a comprehensive survey exper-

imental HDO spectra and compilation of energy levels. Rotationally excited

levels up to J=30 were determined empirically from hot HDO emission spec-

tra [29, 30]. Besides these conventional spectroscopic studies, HDO transition

frequencies were also measured using action spectroscopy and a laser double

resonance technique [31]. These data were not included into IUPAC data

base but were used in the construction of the best currently available semi-

empirical PES [32] for HDO; this PES is limited to energies below 25 000

cm−1. Experimentally determined energy levels of water isotopologues above

this level and up to dissociation are important not only for characterising the

global PES but also for quantifying non-Born-Oppenheimer effects in the near

dissociation region; these effects remain to be determined by either theory or

experiment for any polyatomic system.

For modelling atmospheric absorption, astrophysics and other applica-

tions knowledge of energy levels alone is not sufficient. These studies require

both line centers and line intensities; these constitute a line list which can

be computed using a PES and dipole moment surface (DMS) [33]. A very

accurate water DMS called, LTP2011 [34], was used to compute line intensi-

ties with sub-percent accuracy for many bands of H2
16O [16, 35, 36], as well

as all deuterated isotopologues of water, namely HD16,17,18O, and D2
16,17,18O

[37]. The DMS for water has been improved by more extensive ab initio

calculaitons giving the CKAPTEN DMS [38]. CKAPTEN allows H2
16O line

intensities to be reproduced in the infrared (IR), optical and, in particular,
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the near ultra-violet (UV) regions with better accuracy [39, 40]. Both these

DMSs are employed below. We note that there are no measurements of HDO

line intensities with sub-percent accuracy. We assume that, as for H2
16O, the

HDO line intensities will be more accurate with the CKAPTEN DMS.

Although a comprehensive HDO linelist is necessary for a number of ap-

plications, it is not needed for energies up to dissociation. 35 000 cm−1

represents the highest wavenumber for which a single photon spectrum of

H2O has been observed [41]; it thus provides a logical upper limit for an

HDO line list. Here we report the measurements that employ a triple res-

onance vibrational overtone excitation to probe rovibrational levels up to

35 000 cm−1 in HDO. We fit these data to obtain a fitted PES that is valid

for these energies. We use this PES to calculate a line list, which considers

states up to 35 000 cm−1.

The paper is organized as follows. We describe our experiment in Section

2. Section 3 provides analysis and assignment of the experimental data. Sec-

tion 4 describes the procedures that were used for fitting, an energy switching

function and presents our global HDO PES. Section 5 gives the line list cal-

culations that use the newly constructed PES. We give our conclusions in

section 6.

2. Experimental method

We employ a triple resonance vibrational overtone excitation scheme to

access molecular states of gas-phase HDO with total energy above the lowest

dissociation threshold and laser-induced fluorescence to detect the appearing

OH fragments. The details of the experimental apparatus and method can

be found elsewhere [19, 20, 42]. Four tunable dye lasers of 6–10 ns duration
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Figure 1: Schematic energy diagram for the state-selective triple resonance vibrational
overtone excitation of HDO to the high-lying energy levels below the lowest dissociation
threshold D0 with subsequent detection of OD fragments via LIF.

are employed in this method (Figure 1). A photon from the first laser (P1)

promotes a fraction of the water vapor molecules in a chosen rotational state

of the ground vibrational level to a level that contains 4 vibrational quanta in

the OH stretch. About 10 ns later a photon of the second laser (P2) promotes

up to half of these pre-excited molecules to a second intermediate level that

corresponds to 8 quanta of OH-stretch, the gateway state. Following a short

delay of 10 ns, a photon of the third dye laser (P3) further excites molecules

from the gateway state to the terminal states below the dissociation thresh-

old. The molecules in the terminal states undergo photofragmentation on the

electronic excited surface upon absorbing the second photon, denoted P3a,

from the third laser. We subsequently detect OD radical in the ground state

via laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) using a fourth laser pulse. To increase
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the detection efficiency, we allow some collisional relaxation of the appearing

hot OD fragments by introducing 100 ns delay between the last excitation

(P3) and the detection (P4) photons. Monitoring OD fluorescence as a func-

tion of the wavenumber of the third laser photon in the sequence, while

keeping the wavenumbers of all other lasers fixed, generates a photofragment

excitation spectrum. The three-step excitation scheme employed leads to an

increase in the overall fraction of molecules promoted to the terminal vibra-

tional level by many orders of magnitude compared to a hypothetical single

excitation by a UV laser field of a similar fluence.

The allowed transitions obey rigorous selection rules for the change of the

parity P (−1↔ +1), rotational angular momentum J (∆J = 0,±1) and its

projection M onto the laboratory z-axis. The known identity of a gateway

state thus provides strict J and parity values which leaves only two or three

options for the J assignment of the observed final rovibrational states.

In certain cases, we employ ∆M selection rules to remove the remaining

uncertainty in the J assignment of transitions from the gateway states with

J ′=1. When the third excitation laser is linear polarized parallel to the

laboratory z-axis, which we put in the direction of polarization of the second

laser, the selection rules permit transitions to the terminal states with only

∆M = 0 and ∆J 6= 0 for M = 0. For orthogonal polarization of the

third laser with respect to the z-axis, only transitions with ∆M = ±1 are

allowed. The implication of these rules is that the J=1 ← J ′=1 ← J ′′=0

and J = 0 ← J ′=1 ← J ′′=0 two-step transitions are forbidden for parallel

and orthogonal laser polarization respectively. Rotation of the polarization

plane of the second and/or the third laser by 90◦ allows us to exclude either
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Q(1) or P(1) transitions from a gateway state to the terminal states, making

the J-assignment unambiguous (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Photofragment spectra of HD16O from the gateway state (in normal mode vi-
brational notation) [25347.43 cm−1, 10,1(0,0,8)] to the terminal vibrational state (ν1,ν2,ν3)
with either J=0,2 (blue) or J=1,2 (red) for parallel and orthogonal polarization of the
P3 laser respectively (see text for details). Corresponding J-notations of the observed
transitions are provided on the plot.

3. Experimental data and analysis

The supplementary material to this paper contains files which give the OD

and OH bond excitation paths with double or triple resonance and frequencies

of the final laser. The energy of intermediate state and the frequency of

the final laser gives the values of measured energy levels. These measured

levels facilitate the assessment of the accuracy of ab initio or semi-empirical

PESs. Also it has been shown [36] that the accuracy of the line intensities

depend not only on the quality of DMS, but also on the accuracy of ro-

vibrational wavefunctions and thus on the accuracy of the PES. The fit of
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the PES to the experimental energy levels allows us to improve the quality

of the PES and hence the wavefuntions. Such strategy had led to significant

success in the study of the main water isotopologue H2
16O [19–25, 42]. In this

section we analyze the experimental data, aiming to reproduce the assigned

experimental energy levels of HDO. We will use these levels in the subsequent

sections for the improvement of the global HDO PES, which we will use for

the high temperature line list calculation.

The study of highly excited levels of HDO started from measuring levels

of the (1 0 7) vibrational state around 25 100 cm−1 using techniques similar

to those used by us previously [31]. Reproduction of these earlier results

with the new experimental setup validated our experimental approach, as

well as allowed us to adjust experimental parameters to aid measurements

of HDO spectrum at higher energies. Then the higher lying states were

studied. The intermediate levels were chosen from (0 0 4) vibrational state

around 14 000 cm−1. The predictions of J=0 levels were taken from ab initio

calculations [23] which give predictions in the 25 000 – 35 000 cm−1 range

with an accuracy of several wavenumbers; the calculated levels lie above the

experimental ones with the difference increasing monotonically with energy.

In the 25 000 – 35 000 cm−1 region, 210 new energy levels were determined.

Their experimental values and assignments are presented in Table 1. Around

27 000 cm−1 the OH and OD local modes undergo a bifurcation [43, 44] giving

birth to so called tranversal branches, denoted by a ”t” in the Tables 1 and

2. Detailed analysis of this bifurcation is underway. We compared these

levels with both ab initio calculations, which guided our assignment, and

with the calculated levels obtained from our fitted PES (see below). The
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small discrepancy for almost all levels between the fitted and the observed

ones confirms the assignment presented in the Table 2. Some levels so far

have only rotation quantum numbers assigned, vibrational quantum numbers

are marked by ”X”.
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Table 1: Experimental energy levels of HDO in comparison with calculated with fitted PES

(cm−1).

OH stretch.
JKaKc (0 0 8) obs.-calc. (0 0 9) obs.-calc. (0 0 10) obs.-calc. (X1) obs.-calc. (X2) obs.-calc.

000 25332.716 0.04 27970.198 0.17 30543.017 1.55 33078.186 3.51 33007.820 0.23
101 25347.430 0.01 27984.791 0.16 30557.435 1.57 33093.415 -2.49 33023.249 -0.34
111 30563.929 1.60
110 25357.881 0.03 27994.765 0.18 30566.998 1.59
202 25376.102 0.01 28013.127 0.15 30585.430 1.55 33122.051 -0.01 33049.112 0.26
212 25381.113 0.02 28017.726 0.16 30589.680 1.56 33124.663 1.42 33052.067 0.66
221 28054.023 1.47
303 25417.354 -0.02 28053.844 0.12 30625.590 1.49 33157.447 0.08 33090.641 1.85
313 25420.181 0.02 28056.356 0.15 30627.827 1.48 33160.190 -2.74 33096.353 -1.97
312 25438.697 -0.01
404 25470.210 -0.03 28105.977 0.10 30677.020 1.44
414 25471.569 0.01 28107.122 0.11 30677.980 1.40
505 25534.335 -0.07 28169.266 0.06 30739.366 1.25
515 25534.937 -0.03 28169.747 0.07 30739.779 1.26
606 25609.661 -0.03 28243.736 0.00 30812.923 1.31
616 25609.954 -0.06 28243.892 0.01 30813.040 1.21
707 25696.814 -0.07 28329.651 -0.05
717 25696.916 -0.06 28329.651 -0.09
808 25795.387 0.04 28426.974 0.04
818 25795.387 -0.09 28426.974 -0.16

OD stretch.
JKaKc (8 0 0) obs.-calc. (9 0 0) obs.-calc. (10 0 0) obs.-calc. (11 0 0) obs.-calc. (13 0 0) obs.-calc.

000 19414.55 -0.03 21464.49 0.01 23431.73 -0.20 25316.97 -0.39 28823.13 -4.09
101 19427.75 -0.03 21477.40 0.01 23444.38 -0.23 25329.26 -0.46 28834.85 -4.08
111 19441.41 -0.03 21491.07 0.03 23457.95 -0.14 25342.99 -0.40 28848.79 -3.73
110 19443.35 -0.04 21492.90 0.01 23459.70 -0.17 25344.55 -0.44 28850.50 -3.56
202 19453.96 -0.02 21503.03 0.01 23469.35 -0.19 25353.80 -0.43 28858.19 -4.07
212 19465.85 -0.02 21515.02 0.02 23481.46 -0.19 25366.02 -0.42 28870.91 -3.83
211 19471.73 -0.02 21520.56 0.03 23486.70 -0.17 25370.87 -0.36 28874.79 -4.04
221 19512.64 0.01 21561.46 0.06 23527.64 -0.16 25411.80 -0.37 28916.42 -3.97
220 19512.82 0.01 21561.63 0.06 23527.76 -0.19 25411.93 -0.38 28916.52 -3.96
303 19492.78 -0.03 21541.06 0.01 23506.65 -0.20 25390.25 -0.43 28892.90 -3.77
313 19502.37 -0.02 21550.85 0.02 23516.65 -0.19 25400.53 -0.39 28903.61 -4.19
312 19514.11 -0.01 21561.90 0.03 23526.95 -0.24 25410.09 -0.40 28911.85 -4.03
404 19543.70 -0.02 21591.00 0.02 23555.58 -0.23 25438.29 -0.39 28938.80 -3.97
414 19550.87 -0.01 21598.43 0.03 23563.31 -0.22 25446.37 -0.38 28947.88 -3.88
505 19606.19 -0.02 21652.35 0.02 23615.84 -0.21 25497.43 -0.39 28995.58 -4.10
515 19611.16 -0.01 21657.61 0.03 23621.43 -0.20 25503.58 -0.33 29002.52 -4.01

OD stretch.
JKaKc (X3) obs.-calc. (14 0 0) obs.-calc. (16 0 0) obs.-calc. (X4) obs.-calc. (17 0 0) obs.-calc.

000 28979.77 0.66 30455.75 0.36 33452.98 3.74 34273.54 2.73 34815.54 1.25
101 28992.19 0.97 30467.15 0.37 33463.87 0.76 34284.98 -2.57 34825.93 1.76
111 29009.60 -0.50 30481.16 0.29 33478.18 1.99 34300.84 -2.93 34840.53 -8.97
110 29012.09 -0.46 30482.32 0.31 33478.92 -0.83 34302.83 1.87 34840.98 -9.56
202 29016.85 0.22 30489.90 0.40 33485.61 -1.94 34307.66 -2.74 34847.38 -3.48
212 29032.20 -0.50 30502.81 0.31 33499.21 -2.24 34321.10 0.30 34861.71 0.20
211 29039.35 -0.13 30506.31 0.38 33501.46 -2.33 34327.02 -0.65 34863.02 -2.68

Continued on next page...
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JKaKc (X3) obs.-calc. (14 0 0) obs.-calc. (16 0 0) obs.-calc. (X4) obs.-calc. (17 0 0) obs.-calc.

221 29091.63 0.35 30548.27 0.35 33544.30 -2.42 34375.61 2.68 34906.39 5.79
220 29091.87 0.46 30548.34 0.35 33544.34 -0.94 34375.80 2.75 34906.40 1.02
303 29052.88 0.25 30523.83 0.44 33518.14 -1.12 34341.44 1.84 34879.44 -0.49
313 29065.77 -0.24 30535.23 0.33 33530.74 -1.22 34351.75 2.17 34892.89 2.15
312 29074.81 -1.23 30542.19 0.44 33535.23 0.33 34363.50 3.46 34895.57 -1.99
404 29100.80 0.60 30568.74 0.49 33561.36 0.09 34386.28 0.33 34922.07 -1.98
414 29108.01 1.68 30578.36 0.35 33572.73 -0.92 34392.97 2.31 34934.67 2.38
505 30624.37 0.52 33615.13 -0.67 34432.72 -1.45 34975.25 1.88
515 30632.14 0.36 33625.12 0.73 34444.63 -1.93 34987.01 -4.15
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4. Potential energy surface fit

In order to perform a fit of the HDO PES, the rotation-vibration Schrödinger

equation has to be solved. For that purpose we used the DVR3D program

suite [45]. DVR3D uses an exact representation of nuclear motion kinetic

energy operator so that, within constraints of the Born-Oppenheimer ap-

proximation, any uncertainty in the wavefunctions is due to the PES and

any failure of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Because of the lower

symmetry of HDO and the higher density of states, achieving accuracy in

HDO calculations comparable to that routinely achieved for H2
16O requires

the diagonalisation of significantly larger matrices.

Nuclear motion calculations were performed in Radau coordinates with

the z-axis emebedded close to the OH bond direction. The discrete variable

representation (DVR) basis comprised 50 Gauss-Laguerre points in each ra-

dial coordinate and 48 (associated) Gauss-Legendre points in the angular

coordinate. Basis set parameters for the radial coordinates were taken from

Yurchenko et al. [32]. The final Hamiltonian matrix was of dimension 7000.

For each rotational state J , two Hamiltonian matrices were diagonalized with

dimensions 1100 × (J + 1) and 1100 × J , depending on their overall parity.

Only the levels with J=0, 2 and 5 were included to the fits.

Initially we attempted to fit all the data from 0 to 35 000 cm−1 using a sin-

gle functional form. Yurchenko et al. [46] proposed using not only empirical

molecular energy levels, but also the results of an ab initio calculations in the

optimization procedure. Inclusion of ab initio energies in the optimization

procedure allows one to restrict the discrepancy between the semi-empirical

PES and the ab initio potential, which suppresses spurious behavior of the
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PES in regions not well-characterized by the experimental data, and to make

the procedure more flexible since a larger number of parameters can be var-

ied. To use this method we fitted previously-calculated ab initio points [22]

alongside the 804 HDO experimental energy levels with J=0, 2 and 5 from

[28] up to 25 000 cm−1 and the 108 energy levels with J=0, 2 and 5 deter-

mined in this work in the 25 000 cm−1 to 35 000 cm−1 region.

As the overall accuracy of the fit was not satisfactory (several wavenum-

bers up to 35 000 cm−1), we decided to use the fitted PES we obtained as the

starting upper potential Vup in the energy-switching procedure described in

the following subsection. As data below 25 000 cm−1 will be represented by

the lower part of potential Vlow (see below), to fit Vup we used the following

weighting procedure. Levels in the 25 000 – 35 000 cm−1 region obtained

in this work were given unit weight whereas levels below 25 000 cm−1 were

weighted 0.1. The resulting PES (Vup) gave a standard deviation for levels

above 25 000 cm−1 of about 1 cm−1 and about 0.1 cm−1 for the much more

numerous lower levels. To put this result into perspective we note that we

achieved an accuracy of 0.1 cm−1, but only up to 15 000 cm−1, for all water

isotopologues five years ago using purely ab initio methods [47]. Thus this

PES is global but less accurate for lower levels than necessary.

4.1. Energy-switching for HD16O potential energy surface

The determination of new experimental levels in the 25 000 – 35 000 cm−1

region gave us the opportunity to significantly improve the accuracy of the ab

initio PES by fitting it to the newly obtained experimental data. To preserve

the high accuracy of 0.035 cm−1 with the existing semi-empirical PES for the

levels below 25 000 cm−1 [32] and to extend the range of the PES to 35 000
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cm−1 we use the method of Varandas [48, 49] and make a composite PES

from two different potentials of HDO on the basis of an energy-switching

procedure.

As the base potential we took the fitted HDO07 PES due to Yurchenko et

al. [32] as the most accurate available semi-empirical HDO PES. This PES is

valid up to 25 000 cm−1. To give a more accurate description of higher lying

levels this potential was extended by combining with a less accurate, global

PES. To do this we adopted a switching function of the form advocated by

Varandas [48].

Vglobal = Vlowf(E) + Vup(1− f(E)). (1)

The function f(E) changes monotonically from 1 to 0 around the fixed value

E0 over a region of about 1000 cm−1. The initial Vup was the fitted global

PES described above.

Table 2: Measured HDO vibrational band origins com-

pared to calculated with new PES in cm−1.

State Obs. Calc. Obs.-Calc.

(0 1 0) 1403.48 1403.50 -0.016

(1 0 0) 2723.68 2723.71 -0.032

(0 2 0) 2782.01 2782.02 -0.009

(0 0 1) 3707.47 3707.47 -0.003

(1 1 0) 4099.96 4099.98 -0.024

(0 3 0) 4145.47 4145.48 -0.007

Continued on next page...
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State Obs. Calc. Obs.-Calc.

(0 1 1) 5089.54 5089.55 -0.008

(2 0 0) 5363.82 5363.84 -0.016

(0 4 0) 5420.04 5420.00 0.042

(1 0 1) 6415.46 6415.48 -0.018

(0 2 1) 6451.90 6451.91 -0.011

(0 5 0) 6690.41 6690.42 -0.007

(2 1 0) 6746.91 6746.92 -0.013

(0 0 2) 7250.52 7250.51 0.009

(0 3 1) 7754.61 7754.39 0.215

(1 1 1) 7808.76 7808.76 -0.001

(0 6 0) 7914.32 7914.32 -0.003

(3 0 0) 7918.17 7918.18 -0.008

(0 1 2) 8611.10 8611.08 0.022

(2 0 1) 9047.07 9047.08 -0.012

(1 2 1) 9155.82 9155.82 -0.002

(3 1 0) 9293.00 9293.05 -0.048

(1 5 0) 9381.79 9381.78 0.006

(2 3 0) 9487.92 9487.91 0.005

(0 2 2) 9934.79 9934.75 0.039

(1 0 2) 9967.02 9967.00 0.023

(4 0 0) 10378.95 10378.97 -0.019

(0 0 3) 10631.68 10631.70 -0.017

(0 3 2) 11242.92 11242.90 0.023

Continued on next page...
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State Obs. Calc. Obs.-Calc.

(1 1 2) 11315.43 11315.39 0.044

(2 2 1) 11701.78 11701.80 -0.024

(4 1 0) 11754.58 11754.62 -0.038

(1 7 0) 11773.31 11773.28 0.032

(3 3 0) 11958.56 11958.60 -0.043

(0 1 3) 11969.75 11969.76 -0.007

(5 0 0) 12767.14 12767.21 -0.068

(0 2 3) 13278.36 13278.36 -0.002

(1 0 3) 13331.61 13331.62 -0.014

(0 0 4) 13853.63 13853.70 -0.072

(5 1 0) 14147.43 14147.48 -0.049

(1 1 3) 14660.72 14660.73 -0.008

(6 0 0) 15065.71 15065.81 -0.098

(0 1 4) 15166.10 15166.11 -0.006

(1 4 2) 15170.95 15171.00 -0.049

(0 2 4) 16456.19 16456.21 -0.018

(1 0 4) 16539.04 16539.09 -0.051

(0 0 5) 16920.02 16920.03 -0.006

(0 1 5) 18208.45 18208.37 0.076

(8 0 0) 19414.55 19414.57 -0.022

(0 0 6) 19836.88 19836.76 0.123

(9 0 0) 21464.49 21464.48 0.012

(1 0 6) 22454.48 22454.48 -0.002

Continued on next page...
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State Obs. Calc. Obs.-Calc.

(0 0 7) 22625.53 22625.38 0.148

(10 0 0) 23431.73 23431.94 -0.207

(1 0 7) 25140.85 25140.79 0.057

(11 0 0) 25316.97 25317.35 -0.384

(0 0 8) 25332.72 25332.68 0.036

(12 0 0) 27124.89 27124.12 0.773

(0 0 9) 27970.20 27970.03 0.168

(13 0 0) 28823.13 28827.22 -4.087

(14 0 0) 30455.75 30455.39 0.362

(0 0 10)t 30543.02 30541.46 1.559

(16 0 0) 33452.98 33449.239 3.741

(17 0 0) 34815.54 34814.29 1.249

The final fit of Vup was performed as follows. To reduce the influence of

the upper part of the PES on levels bellow 25 000 cm−1 the switching energy

was chosen much higher than the upper limit of validity of HDO07 PES:

E0=35 000 cm−1. This means that Vup starts to influence lower lying levels

only around 20 000 cm−1. Fixing Vlow with the form of Eq. (1) distorted

levels between 20 000 cm−1 and 35 000 cm−1. In order to get a satisfactory

final result we refitted Vup using the energy-switching form of Eq. (1) with

unit weights for all experimental levels between 25 000 and 35 000 cm−1 and

levels below 25 000 cm−1 weighted 0.1.

Results of the final fit for J=0 levels are given in Table 2. The final

standard deviation σ of the fitted levels up to 25 000 cm−1 is 0.043 cm−1 and
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above 25 000 cm−1 it is 1.91 cm−1. The accuracy of the levels present in the

calculated line list (see next section) but not included in the fit is illustrated

in Table 3. Table 3 that the accuracy of the fit is uniform in J and not

affected by our decision, on the grounds of computational cost, to perform

the fit using data for only three J values. The files to compile the DVR3D

program with new semi-empirical PES are provided in the supplementary

materials.

Table 3: Standard deviation, σ in cm−1, of the HDO IUPAC [28] energy levels with respect
to energies obtained from variational nuclear motion computations using the PES of this
work. N gives the number of levels used in each comparison.

J N σ
0 54 0.0419
1 176 0.0465
2 302 0.0479
3 421 0.0427
4 523 0.0525
5 599 0.0439
6 657 0.0443
7 677 0.0463
8 676 0.0441
9 640 0.0466

10 574 0.0464
11 467 0.0386
12 408 0.0396
13 360 0.0395
14 296 0.0417
15 263 0.0427
16 232 0.0476
17 204 0.0503
18 164 0.0524
19 137 0.0527
20 74 0.0575
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5. Line list calculation

To calculate the linestrengths, the initial, |i〉 and final, |f〉 rotation-

vibration wavefunctions as well as the components of the dipole moment

surfaces (DMS), µα are required. For water, the DMS comprises a two-

dimensional vector, since there is no component of the dipole perpendicular

to the plane of the molecule. The wavefunctions and corresponding line

strengths of the HDO linelist were generated with the program suite DVR3D

[45].

To reduce the computer time required for the calculation of the line list

we choose a slightly smaller basis set than that used in the fitting procedure

– 40 radial DVR points, 48 angular DVR points and the dimension of the

final matrix 7000. The decrease in the number of radial grid points changes

the energy levels below 25 000 cm−1 by less than by 0.001 cm−1. The levels

around 35 000 cm−1 change by about 0.01 cm−1 which is much less than

residuals in this region. The calculations were performed for J up to 20 and

the considered energy levels up to 35 000 cm−1. For the room temperature

line list a minimum intensity at 100% abundance was chosen around 1×10−30

cm−1/(cm−2molecule) at 296 K. As the same calculations will be used in the

future as the basis of a global high temperature line list with J up to 50,

much lower intensity lines were also retained.

Initially we computed HDO line list using the best then available DMS:

LTP2011 due to Lodi, Tennyson and Polyansky [34]. However, while the

calculations were in progress, a new, more accurate water DMS, named CK-

APTEN, became available [38]. The CKAPTEN DMS was constructed using

the finite-field method within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation with a
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relativistic correction to BO energies, such that it is mass independent. This

means that the DMS should be equally valid for all isotopologues of water.

We therefore redid the intensity calculations using the CKAPTEN DMS as-

suming that this DMS will give more accurate intensities for HDO as it has

found for main water isotopologue [40]. However, there is a lack of high

accuracy data on HDO transitions intensities for us to directly validate this

assumption.

Table 4: Comparison of 101−000 transition intensities, in cm−1/(cm−2molecule) at 296 K,
(with powers of 10 in parenthesis) for first bands of HDO calculated with different DMSs:
CKAPTEN [38] and LTP2011 [34]. The difference, ∆, is the percentage change between
CKAPTEN and LTP2001.

Band Frequency cm−1 I(CKAPTEN) I(LTP2011) ∆ %
(010) 1419.05 2.58(−20) 2.58(−20) 0.13
(100) 2738.95 1.36(−20) 1.37(−20) -0.97
(020) 2797.61 1.63(−21) 1.64(−21) -0.72
(001) 3722.89 2.28(−20) 2.31(−20) -1.30
(200) 5378.78 1.08(−21) 1.07(−21) 0.23
(002) 7265.83 1.43(−21) 1.41(−21) 0.90

Table 4 compares intensities for some low-lying IR transitions calculated

with the different DMSs. One can see that for low-lying transitions, inten-

sities change by about 1 percent. As found for H2
16O [38], UV transition

intensities change very significantly when the DMS used is changed from

LTP2011 to CKAPTEN. Atmospheric studies in the near UV [41] confirm

that the higher intensities given by the CKAPTEN DMS are necessary to

obtain agreement with the atmospheric observations. Thus we expect that

use of CKAPTEN DMS will not only improve the intensities of the lines in

IR and optical region, but will significantly improve the intensities of the

calculated lines of HDO in the UV region as well. High resolution intensities
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measurements would be very helpful in confirming this assumption.

Our line list was prepared in ExoMol format [50]: a states file with

230 000 energy levels, quantum numbers and/or other information (where

available), and a transitions file with 2 800 000 lines which contains Aij-

coefficients. The size of states and transitions files is about 100 MB. Ftp

site http://www.tampa.phys.ucl.ac.uk/ftp/astrodata/water/BT2/ contain a

FORTRAN program, SPECTRA-BT2.F90, that will enable users to gener-

ate emission or absorption spectra from ExoMol format by specifying vari-

ous parameters including temperature, frequency range, cut-off intensity and

linewidth. To further improve the line list we substitute varationally calcu-

lated levels by the experimentally-determined energy levels of HDO given by

the IUPAC study [28] and in this work. The file with mixed calculated and

experimental energy levels can be used as an alternative or improvement on

the pure variational energies in the construction of a line list for a given tem-

perature using the energy levels file provided in the supplementary materials

which can be done using the program ExoCross [51]. The supplementary

materials contain one transitions file and two states files, one with pure vari-

ational energies and the other with experimental levels inserted instead of

variational ones where possible.

6. Conclusion

We present new experimental results that probe much higher energy levels

of HD16O than those available from previous studies. These data are used

to construct a potential energy surface which is valid over a much more

extended energy range than those available previously for this system. This

new surface is then used as the basis for computing HDO line lists using
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two available ab initio dipole moment surfaces. These line lists have the

virtue of being complete for the intensity cutoffs specified at 296 K. We also

believe that in nearly all the cases they represent the best available data for

this isotopologue; the exception being the cases, where there are direct, high

accuracy measurements of individual lines. We therefore recommend our

line list, which is based on the CKAPTEN DMS, to be used as the basis for

generating the HD16O spectra in future releases of atmospheric databases.

This work, when combined with the previous study by Lodi and Tennyson

[52] on H2
17O and H2

18O means that hybrid, HITRAN-style line lists are

now available for all the most important isotopologues of water.

Of course, the process of constructing a line list for a given molecule is

one of continuing improvement. Work on improving and extending the list

of empirical energy levels for water using the MARVEL (measured active

vibration rotation energy levels) procedure for H2
16O [53] and the H2

17,18O

isotopologues [54] has just been completed. A comprehensive update of the

available [28] HD16O MARVEL energy levels is currently in progress. When

this is completed the current line list will be processed an included as part

of the ExoMol project [55, 56].

The recent MARVEL studies on H2O employ variational calculations to

generate so-called pseudo-experimental energy levels [17]; use of this pro-

cedure significantly expands the numbers of levels known with almost ex-

perimental accuracy. These levels can be included in the line list for the

minor isotopogues [54, 57]. Work on generating pseudo-experimental levels

of HD17O and HD18O using the PES developed here is currently underway.

Furthermore, recent comparisons with the results of the high quality exper-
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iments for H2O [35, 40] suggest the areas, where the ab initio intensity pre-

dictions should be further improved. Work in this direction is also underway.

Improvements in the model, and in particular the potential energy surface,

used to compute the vibration-rotation wavefunctions will reduce problems

with computed transition intensities which can characterized as unstable due

the inadequate treatment of resonance interactions [52, 58]; this will allow

a greater proportion of the transition intensities to be predicted reliably ab

initio.

Finally, the global study of the HDO spectrum is important from the

viewpoint of the bifurcation analysis [43, 44]. For that purpose the analysis

of experimental data on HDO up to dissociation is required. Work on this is

in progress.
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